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Unit II – Modern Literature (1600-1798)

Henry Fielding – Tom Jones

1. In 1702, ______ came to throne.
2. Queen Anne died so suddenly in ______
3. Who became the first Prime Minister of England?
4. Henry Fielding was born at ______ near Glastonbury on 22nd April.
5. Henry’s sister Sarah was the author of __________
6. Henry Fielding dedicated Tom Jones to his firm friend ________
7. Henry Fielding was married to ______
8. ‘Miscellanies’ is a satirical work by __________
9. Fielding tried at ______
10. Fielding was popularly known as a ______
11. Fielding wrote only _____
12. Fielding’s best burlesque was ______
13. Fielding’s earliest fiction was ______
14. What are Fielding’s best known novels?
15. Joseph Andrews was published in _____. Fielding began the novel with the intention of writing a parody on ______
16. Jonathan Wild was published in ______
17. ______ is the last work of Henry Fielding.
18. What are three kinds of fiction developed in the 17th century?
19. The picaresque novel is of ______ origin, from a Spanish word Picaro, meaning a rogue.

20. The hero in the picaresque novel is _______

21. In England, the picaresque novel had an early start in __________

22. The 18th century was an age of ______

23. Who are the four wheels of the novel?

24. Sir Edmund Gosse calls _____ “the first great English novelists” and calls _____ “the greatest of English novelists.”

25. Fielding call his novels ______

26. Fielding regards a novel as ______

27. Fielding’s novels have ______ qualities.

28. ______ believes in describing not men, but manners, not an individual but a species. Thus Fielding creates types.

29. Fielding’s theory is manifested through ______

30. Walter Allen calls Fielding ______

31. There is an element of ______ both in Fielding’s Tom Jones and Joseph Andrews.

32. Fielding had a great influence on the following novelists ______

33. Who called Fielding “The Father of English Novel”? 

34. Fielding established the ______ in England.

35. Fielding followed ______ ’s conception of a ‘fable’.

36. ______ is the key-note if Fielding’s works. (Fielding was a realist and moralist)

37. Who is the first realist of the English novel?

38. ______ is the Shakespeare of the English fiction.
39. There is in Fielding’s novels __________________

40. Allworthy lived with his sister Bridget in ______

41. One night just after returning from London, Allworthy saw a ______

42. Allworthy decided to keep the baby boy and ______ was the suspected mother.

43. Miss Bridget was married to ______ and gave birth to a ______

44. Bridget’s husband died of ______

45. Who brought up the two children?

46. The foundling is _____

47. Bridget’s son is _____

48. The foundling is Tome Jones, who grew _____

49. Bridget’s son Master Bilfil became increasingly _____

50. Who are the tutors of Master Bilfil?

51. ______, the daughter of a gamekeeper, a buxom, forward loss of lass, first attracted ______

52. ______, a beautiful young lady captured Tom’s esteem, his admiration and deepest admiration.

53. Sophia was the daughter of the neighbor ______

54. Sophia’s father’s passions were _____

55. Sophia’s father frequently invited _______ to stay to supper.

56. The jealous Bilfil made his uncle Allworthy believe ______

57. When ordered to leave, Tom left his home determined ______

58. _______ also fled her home when her father arranged marriage between Sophia and Bilfil.
59. Sophia fled to _____

60. Sophia’s loyalty to Tom Jones was severely strained by ________

61. ________, formerly Jenny Jones revealed that Tom was not her child at all, but the first son of_______

62. A letter written by Bridget on her death bed about Tom’s secret birth, has been concealed by _______

63. Tom marries ______

64. How many books are there in the novel?

65. Who is called ‘the favourite of both Nature and Fortune’ in the novel?

66. Allworthy had _____ children and all of them died in their childhood.

67. Allworthy’s praiseworthy and discreet sister Bridget was _____

68. Who discovered that Jenny Jones was the mother of the foundling baby (Tom)?

69. ________ ordered Jenny Jones to leave Somersetshire.

70. Captain Bilfil was a friend to ________

71. Tom was considered to be a child of Jenny Jones and ________, a schoolmaster.

72. Allworthy punished Partridge by ordering him ________

73. Allworthy had given Tom ________ as a kind of smart money for the punishment which Tom had suffered innocently.

74. Sophia was __________ when Tom’s acquaintance with her father grew to a great extent.

75. Who is Black George?

76. Molly was the _____ of Black George.

77. Who is Mrs. Honour?

78. Molly’s eldest sister is ________
79. Mr. Square had an illicit affair with ______

80. The first seducer of Molly is ______

81. Molly has a ______

82. When Allworthy was ill, he read a Will. According to the will, ________ is the heir to his whole estate and Tom is to receive ______ 500 pounds a year with a specie of 1000 pounds.

83. When Bridget died, she left a letter to ______

84. ______ brought the letter to deliver it to Allworthy.

85. Who took the letter from Dowling?

86. Who is Tom’s adopted father?

87. Who is Western’s sister?

88. Sophia gave a letter to Tom through Black George with ______

89. Partridge worked as a barber in the name of ______

90. Who is Mrs. Harriet Fitzpatrick?

91. Sophia stays with ______

92. Lady Bellaston was a ______

93. Mrs. Waters told Allworthy all about Jones’ birth that Jones is the son of his sister Bridget by ______

94. Mr. Summer was the son of ______

95. Tom Jones wounded ______

96. Jones requested Allworthy to ______

97. What is the full title of Tom Jones?

98. After the death of his wife, Fielding married ____________

99. Fielding went to Lisbon for a change of climate on ______
100. ______ are dramas written by Fielding.

101. Tom Jones was published in ______

102. Mrs. Western is a lady of six feet and masculine appearance and is a _______

103. Black George had two marriageable daughters whose names are _______

104. Who is Dr. Bilfil?

105. Jenny Jones was married to _______

106. ______ is the man of the Mazard Hill.

107. Lady Bellaston fixes ______ to rape Sophia.

108. Lady Bellaston entraps ______ very cunningly.

109. ______ comments “Tom Jones was a new type of hero, one might say, the unheroic hero”.

110. Tom Jones is regarded as ______

111. While Richardson is called ‘the father of the novel of sentiment’, Fielding is _______

112. Mr. Allworthy is a _______

113. ______ wrote a short life of Fielding in 1762; only eight years after his death as an introduction to an edition of his works.
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